KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA____32

LOCUS_____0001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

cleaning

BEG. LEVEL(S)

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE32000, WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES)

WE32002, WE32003

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE3.2.037, WE3.2.038

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2000 FINE_____ UNIQ

LDM Islamic

SPAN/CONDITION Byzantine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELM. MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Clearance to top of walls WE32002 & WE32003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32
LOCUS 061

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor / Pavement

BEG. LEVEL(S)
474.15

END LEVEL(S)
473.95

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32000

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE 32001.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 32.038, WE 32.040

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 140,000 grams FINE____ UNID

LDM Roman

SPAN/CONDITION → Roman / 9 diags

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD____ HELL. MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Flat pavement / floor in northern area of square. Constructed of flat lying stones and one small area of plaster. Uncovered below topsoil, sealing WE 32001.1
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 0011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S)
474.12

END LEVEL(S)
473.810

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE32001

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE32012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE3.2.039, WE3.2.041

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1080 kg, FINE___ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE___ HELL. MOULDMADE____ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER glass

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

 Mostly grey soil. Below [WE32001] somewhat pink, w. plaster, inclusions beneath small plaster area WE3.2.040. Pedestral area removed, being removed, bringing soils back into phase. Locus lying above [WE32012]
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WHITE

LOCUS 007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEGIN LEVEL(S) NA

END LEVEL(S) NA

UNDER LOCUS (ES) WE32001, WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES) UNEXCAVATED

UNITS IN LOCUS:

NA

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Wall running E-W from west balk, abutting N-S wall [WE32002] similar construction technique as [WE32001] facing stones roughly 20-25 cm² filled wt. rubble core of small stones. Not as well constructed as N-S wall [WE32002]. Facing seems less regular, width of wall more varied between 65-75 cm. On southern face of wall 2 (in east) - 3 (in west) faces exposed. In west, appears as though wall has bottomed out below 3rd course (through subsoil). 1 face fully exposed on northern side of wall. Lower plaster floor [WE32005] appears to run into wall in a part of E-W wall near abutting of E-W wall with N-S wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 869

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)

42389

END LEVEL(S)

47378

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE32.011, WE32.012

OVER LOCUS(ES)

WE33.004.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE32.045, WE37.045a

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE ________ UNID

LDM NA

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC/IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

"Upper plaster floor" Plaster on cobbled foundation, somewhat circular in shape, roughly 60cm in diameter, running along "upper N-S wall" next to "Big Rock" (about 2cm below). If scale [WE32.064.1]
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE-237
LOCUS: CCA-1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 473.78
END LEVEL(S): 473.72

UNDER LOCUS (ES): WE-32004
OVER LOCUS(ES): WE-32019

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE-3204

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 900g FINE 100 UNID

LDM: PRE-PERSIAN

SPAN/CONDITION: PRE-PERSIAN | Boris-Dated

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE | HELL. MOULDMADE | ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: glass

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Grey, relatively compact, plaster inclusions. Sealed fill beneath WE-32004 "upper plaster floor". 5 cm. pass at end of day - little material cultural found.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS WE32

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
A+3.41

END LEVEL(S)
A+3.41

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE3205.2, WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE3205.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE32011

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 200 grams FINE _______ UNID

LDM Byzantine

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian Byzantine/Arabian dated (210 B.C.)

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE_______ HEEL MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Lower Plaster floor & cobble foundation 1.75 meters square along E-W wall creating triangle. Well constructed, esp in corner, where E-W wall abuts 5-S wall (mostly along E-W wall). Tightly packed cobble, fist size. In areas along west, cobbles are not found in some areas where the plaster is relatively thin. Appears as though in some areas the cobbles of the foundation for the plaster runs into both walls.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 005.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 473.45

END LEVEL(S) 473.26

UNDER LOCUS (ES) WE32.005

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE32.067

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.520kg FINE UNID

LDM ARAB/Crusader

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-PERSIAN- ARAB/Crusader

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

10cm pass, sealed fill beneath WE32.005. Compact brown in north becoming softer, more grey in south along E-W wall WE32.005. Terrace WE32.067 from which WE32.005 & WE32.006.1 was pedestrated.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: NE 32

LOCUS: 004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S)
473.62

END LEVEL(S)
473.60

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32012, WE 32013

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE 320001, 7

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 32.057

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3600gms FINE UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION
Pers.-Persia - Abbasid

2. LAMPS: WHELMADA __ HELL. MOULDMAD __ ROMAN ___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER glass

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

"New Wall" 2 rows of stones parallel with small rubble core, 1 course B stones running into North balk, roughly 50 cm.³ in size.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS N/E

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

END LEVEL(S)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 473.16

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

OVER LOCUS(ES) WE3206 WE3205

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE32.058, WE32.059, WE32.060

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 120.0Kg FINE  UND

LDM Crusader

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian - Crusader

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER glass

6. INU. Shallow bowl w/unburnt rim, 2 body frags

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IF OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Fill beneath [WE32006] "new wall" WE3.2.059 More brown, less compact than WE3.2.058 Not fully removed and therefore WE3.2.060 removed the following day all passed together, @ 10 cm pass, which came down upon redeposited rocks WE3.2.061 as well WE3.2.062 must note WE3.2.062 & WE3.2.065 consisted of definitely 2, possibly 3 or more units. However, in the interest of time, keeping from contaminating [WE32006.7] that which was exposed by WE32006.7's removal & removed as WE3.2.062 may have been removed out of phase - quite possibly really as it appeared that some of the newly exposed soil did in fact run beneath what lay beneath WE3.2.061.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA 1132

LOCUS 007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)

473.52

END LEVEL(S)

NA

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE 520.11

OVER LOCUS(ES)

Unexcavated

UNITS IN LOCUS:

NA

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE______ UNID______

LDM NA

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

'cobble floor' running into east balk on east side of 10-5 Wall W03202, tightly packed cobble, little remnant of plaster in some areas, begins at 1.2 meters north of SE corner of 5x5 (east balk) runs 90° to N-S Wall. Unexcavated.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32  

LOCUS: CO2  

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Floor  

BEG. LEVEL(S): 473.71  

UNDER LOCUS(ES): WE32019  

END LEVEL(S): 473.60  

OVER LOCUS(ES): WE32008.1  

UNITS IN LOCUS: WE32054, WE32056  

FINDS:  

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2,440kg  
   FINE  UNID  

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL. MOULDMADE  ROMAN  

3. COINS  

4. FAUNAL  

5. OTHER: brick  

6. INV.  

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT  

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.  

"Intermediate Plaster Floor" Between upper & lower plaster floors. The northern portion of the floor is degraded but relatively pure plaster vs. the southern portion which was far more degraded, almost hardened, sandy, woodcrepy debris & plaster. Running along N-S wall, 40cm north of "Big Rock" southward to WE32005 (not troweling due to step created with removal of subsoil [WE32011]).
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: VES.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):

BEGIN LEVEL(S):

END LEVEL(S):

UNDER LOCUS (ES):

OVER LOCUS(ES):

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 11.40 KG. FINE_______ UNIQ

LDM AREA

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Roman - Aero

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU: Reserve - Show were recovered

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

10 cm pass beneath intermediate plaster floor difficult to make mean sense except that by its removal [WE32005] lower plaster floor is uncovered to its fullest extent.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: 009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
- Rubble/tumble

BEG. LEVEL(S):
- 473.29

END LEVEL(S):
- 473.09

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
- WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES):
- WE32010

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- WE32.525

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 620 grams FINE _______ UNID _______

LDM: Roman

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre Persian, Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELM. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL □

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Removal of rubble/tumble on top of "paver" in southern quadrant of 3x3 where E-W wall [WE32003] abuts lower N-S wall [WE32002], "paver" continues to due eastward at a relatively steep angle. Soil removed in 3" around rubble/tumble "brown", bright but not compact.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: NE

LOCUS: D10

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): "PAVER"/installation

BEG. LEVEL(S): 73.31

END LEVEL(S): NA

UNDER LOCUS (ES): WEST009

OVER LOCUS(ES): Unexcavated

UNITS IN LOCUS: NA

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______  FINE _______  UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD _______  HELM. MOULDMADE _______  ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Large "paver" in southern quadrant where E-W wall abuts N-S wall. Built into E-W wall, dives at a relatively steep angle. Some stones remain on top of "paver" seem also to be attached to the E-W wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE312

LOCUS: Q411

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):

BEG. LEVEL(S):

END LEVEL(S):

UNDER LOCUS (ES):

UNITS IN LOCUS:

OVER LOCUS(ES):

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 216.935 kg FINE UNID

LDM ARAB

SPAN/CONDITION: Persian - Arab

2. LAMPS: WHELMADIE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

Augustine lamp frag rim (WE3200) Lamp frag - undatable (WE3201)

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: glass, tesserae, worked alabaster, worked ivory, worked bone

6. INU: K99 SAH1, K99 PA, K99 PA, Hellenic rim (OL), Hellenic base frag (OL), unpainted glazed rim (OL), K99 RT1, K99 P1, K99 SB

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUSIE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Subsoil extending over entire 5 X 5, similar to topsoil, gray, somewhat streaky, intermingling of brown, all relatively tight compact. Exposing walls [WE3200, WE32005], plaster [WE32009, WE32011], east wall [WE32012], cave floor [WE32013], rubble tumblies above "PAUSE" plaster floor & likely should be phased with intermediate plaster floor (see locus sheet)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE37

LOCUS: 012

TYPE: (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 474.03

END LEVEL(S): 473.70

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE32011, WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE32009, WE32013, WE32016

WE32019, WE32009, WE32016

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE32.042, WE37.043, WE32.044, WE33.026

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 40.80 kg FINE UNFED

LDM Crusader (Crayola Ware)

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian - Crusader (Crayola Ware)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

Slipper lamp 2 fragments

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: glass

6. IND: Crayola Ware, Ancest jar neck? rim

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ie OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Below sealed material below pavement 1 phas 2 WE32.2016, running above 2 stones next to upper plaster floor WE32009 to Red WE32015. With its removal Red running into N balk could be seen.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA 0152

LOCUS 013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 473.96

END LEVEL(S) 473.49

UNDER LOCUS (ES) WE32012

OVER LOCUS(ES) WE32006, WE32018

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE32.028, WE32.031, WE32.048

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1,875 kg FINE UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELM MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER glass

6. INU. Early Islamic, Cookpot rim sherd

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESEvation, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Area over 8 around New Wall [WE32006] Possible fill around foundation trench. Pavement created pedestal which flowed WE32.048 to be trench between New Wall [WE32006] & 2 stones II to New Wall [WE32019]. Excavated both East & West of New Wall [WE32006] which may have been mistake as it was suggested that West of New Wall may have contained fill from original foundation trench for New Wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 478.88

END LEVEL(S) 478.12

UNDER LOCUS (ES) WE32011

OVER LOCUS(ES) WE32015

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE32.021, WE32.022, WE32.030

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.230kg FINE UNID

LDM Islamic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian-Islamic

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE HELD. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER glass

6. IND. K99,920 RBC Person / EHC

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(ES) OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Pit between Reds [WE32013] which was most likely one Red. (assumed as one under that assumption even though the two reds do not physically touch) Softer yellow for most part, came down upon more compact grey, which was similar to [WE32013] (below red)
LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC! IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

LOCS: LOCUS[ED TOGETHER. PIT [WE32014] SEPARATING 2 REDS WHICH RUN INTO NORTH BULK. THE 2 REDS DO NOT TOUCH. HOWEVER, IT APPEARS AS THOUGH THE 2 WERE AT ONE TIME CONNECTED. RED SAT ON RELATIVELY COMPACT GREY W/ STONE PLATFORM. (EXTENT SHOWN ON FINAL TOP PLAN, REPRESENTED BY CUTLINE W/ X'S.) VERY STRANGE MANNED, FINE RED SALT W/ STONES, LITTLE ELSE. WHEN WESTERN RED EXCAVATED, THE MANNER IN WHICH IT SAT WAS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THAT IS RELATIONSHIP W/ OTHER SOILS. IT REMOVED IN 3 SEPARATE UNITS. IT WASN'T UNTIL IT WAS FINALLY REMOVED THAT RELATIONSHIP OF OTHER SOILS MADE SENSE. WHAT IS [WE32018] RED? I HAVE NO CLUE, PERHAPS REMNANTS OF SOME SORT OF PRODUCTION? EXCAVATIONS TO NORTH WHERE RED COULD BE SEEN EXTENDING INTO BULK MAY PROVIDE SOME EXPLANATION.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
2 stones

BEG. LEVEL(S)
A73.82

END LEVEL(S)
A73.65

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE82011, WE82012

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE82010, WE82019

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE82.049

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 100g FINE UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

2 stones parallel to New Wall WE82006. Furthermore, they sit at same elevation. When told to remove 2 stones, 1 of 2 stones appeared to be attached to intermediate plaster floor WE82006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32

LOCUS 017

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
2. platform

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
A7.540

END LEVEL(S)
A7.35

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32015

OVER LOCUS (ES)
unexcavated

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2.039, WE 3.2.039

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.320kg  FINE UNID

COM Crusader

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian C Crusader

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. shallow-bowl with impressed rim (0.034)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

One of the most interesting - Below Red, compact grey and relatively flat stones creating platform on which Red sat. Why was Red WE 32015 placed on this platform installation? I wish I had an answer.

This locus was dug out of place, however, in no way could it have been contaminated

WE 32014 pit excavated - then western part of Red [WE 32015] excavated leaving eastern part of Red (WE 3.2.011).

WE 3.2.014, as yet unexcavated even though WE 3.2.011 which was later was still extant.

WE 3.2.014 did not come into contact with either WE 3.2.015 or WE 3.2.039 - TO NOTE AGAIN

This is possible to the WE 3.2.013, WE 3.2.024, and WE 3.2.036 never came into contact on WE 3.2.011
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: 018

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

FILL (pedestal)

BEG. LEVEL(S)

473.89

END LEVEL(S)

473.38

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE32001, WE32013, WE32014, WE32019

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE32.001, WE32.002, WE32.003, WE3.002, WE3.003

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 9.180kg FINE_____ UNID

LDM: Crusader (Crayola Ware)

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian - Crusader (Crayola Ware)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL. MOULOMADE______ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: stone blade

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OR OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Pedestalizing = Raised Floors. Most Note: when each unit a = at least 3 different

soil compositions were recognized but due to the scarcity of time, they were

combined. The soil that resembles a half moon (graded area)

Therefore: the 'Crayola Ware' for which no date has been determined.

which may be the locus's LDM rather than Crusader, could be contamination.

That is, if the 'Crayola ware' does date later than LDM for WE32013 and

earlier, it is quite possible that most likely that they "Crayola ware" did indeed

come from outside. If later than the Raised Floors Area.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE. 32

LOCUS: 0.14

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S):
* 413.29

END LEVEL(S):
* 413.69

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
WE32009.1, WE32012, WE632016

OVER LOCUS (ES):
WE32008, WE32018

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE3.2050, WE3.2082

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 415.9 FINE UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

ON SOMEWHAT OF A SLIGHT ELEVATIONS VERY MISLEADING - ONLY SOME SOIL REMOVED - MOSTLY A CLEARABLE SCARCE. THIS LOCUS COULD BE CONSIDERED LARGE SCARCE IN ORDER TO BETTER UNDERSTAND WHAT WAS OCCURRING IN & AROUND PLAISTERS FLOORS AREA. ROUGHLY 3 CM SCARCE BENEATH SOILED MATERIAL OF UPPER PLAISTER FLOOR MOUND NORTHWARD TO BASE BALK. CAME DOWN UPON 3 DISTINCT UNITS WITH CLEAR LINE SEPARATING PEDESTALING LOCUS WE320161 AND WE32009 INTERMEDIATE PLAISTER FLOOR.

* SEE LOCUS MOVED OUTSIDE BENEATH UPPER PLAISTER FLOOR —

--- * THIS LOCUS COULD AND QUITE POSSIBLY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED COMBINATION OF 2 UNITS THAT SHOULDN'T HAVE BEEN COMBINED - THAT IS WE32050 INFACT CONSISTED OF 2 SEPARATE UNITS THAT WERE EXCAVATED AS ONE THUS PRESENT A MISTAKE IN OUR RECORDING & INTERPRETATION OF OTHERS KG.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 020

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S)
474.15

END LEVEL(S)
NA

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE32.000

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE32.002, unexcavated

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNIQ

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE_______ HELL, MOULDMMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FUNERAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS & OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Upper N/S wall. Appears to be built on top of WE32.002 construction completely different from WE32.000. Eastern face runs into east wall. West face consists of large cut stone ("Big Rock") 100cm x 100cm x 100cm. 2 other larger stones - (uncut) just the size of "Big Rock". Under cut roughly 10 cm above "upper plaster floor" WE32.004.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 32

LOCUS: 000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):

BEG. LEVEL(S):
474.51 (Bread) 473.835 (Mic) [155]

END LEVEL(S):
472.34 (C 472.25 (N)

IS UNDER LOCUS (ES):

IN OVER LOCUS(ES):
WE 32001, WE 32002, WE 32011, WE 32020 (C 32021, WE 32025, WE 32028

UNITS IN LOCUS:
B - WE 3.2, 001, WE 3.2, 002, WE 3.2, 003, WE 3.2, 004
WE 3.2, 005, WE 3.2, 006, WE 3.2, 007, WE 3.2, 008
N - 3.2, 009, 130

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL Wt. 1,472.425 kg (5.1) FINE 115 g (Nonly) UNID 7.56 Kg (Nonly) Other weights

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELLI. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS B-109 K 115 (WE 3.2, 004)

K 114 (WE 3.2, 006)

4. FOSSILS Bones For 2000 see back

5. OTHER glass, mineral, painted, plaster, nails, cut stone, worked stones, metal fragments, flints For 2000 see back

6. INU. K 115, K 114 (cont.) For 2000 see back

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLORAS

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUs (E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

B - Light grey, somewhat silty, w/ stone inclusions throughout ranging from gravel to boulder in size. Size extends E from 5 x 5 revealing WE 32003 upper room (WE 32003 N-Swall (lower), WE 32003 N-Swall upper) WE 32003

N - During the 3000 season of excavation, a new 5 by 5m trench was dug SW of the previous one and new portions of topsol were taken out, which seem to be long, because of soil color and texture, to WE 32000.
WE 3.2.06 4 glass frags (t = 2) -> keep
1 Turkish pipe frag  INV  (KOOP70)
1 bone frag  (t = 10)

WE 3.2.069 1 glass frag  (t = 10) -> keep
2 bone frags (t = 12)

WE 3.2.070 1 stops INV.
metal frags (t = 10) -> die
1 stone hopper metal frag  (t = 10) -> stone
1 bone fragment  (t = 7) -> die
worked stone (t = 4) -> stone
15 glass frags (t = 10) -> ?
glass bottle neck and rim  (t = 12) -> stone
bone frags (t = 6, 8)

WE 3.2.071 1 piece of K. Amurica  INV  (KOOP65)
3 stops INV
empty stone vessel frag  (KOOGA)
ASG to Amurica  (t = 6, 9)
clayseed pipe  (t = 43) -> die
2 glass frags  (t = 14) -> stone
metal frag (t = 10) -> die
10 bone frags  (t = 10) -> die
worked stone  (t = 10) -> die
bone frags  (t = 10)

WE 3.2.072 metal nail head frag  (t = 59) -> die
2 glass frags  (t = 53) -> keep
bone  (t = 7)

WE 3.2.073 4 stops INV
2 glass frags  (t = 73) -> keep
2 vessel frags  (t = 10) -> die
6 pottery  (t = 14) -> die
bone  (t = 22)

WE 3.2.074 2 stops INV
1 TC bone W.  (t = 96) INV
4 bone  (t = 104) -> die
2 glass frags (t = 89) -> ?
bones  (t = 26, 42)

WE 3.2.075 1 stop INV
bone  (t = 49)

WE 3.2.076 294. Frag for (a matching piece/last + 1 barbile) INV
2 glass frags  (t = 118) -> keep
bone  (t = 50, 55)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: 082

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S): WE 479.00 / NW 473.79 / S 473.25

END LEVEL(S): L73. 204 (Nico)

UNDER LOCUS (ES): WE3200, WE32011, WE32020

OVER LOCUS(ES): (WE 5002.1), WE32025

UNITS IN LOCUS:

→ WE 3.2.083 (excavated during the 2003 season)

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 520 g

   FINE / UNIQ ~ 280 g

   OTHER WEIGHTS

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE - ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL - Bones

5. OTHER

   4 flints (t N 226) → ?animal

   2 flint flags (t N 243) → animal

   1 metal rib splinter (t N 260) → ?metal

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS AND UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Wall running N-S from S wall to [WE32020] in eastern half of 6x5. 2 full courses preserved / exposed. Constructed of large stone / small boulder facing stones averaging 22.25 cm², filled with rubble core of small sized stones. Wall width, averages 65cm. Wall runs beneath [WE32020] upper W-S wall. This appears to be part of [ WE 370021] in unit 1, just before wall, wall now what appears to be small piece of column before stopping. 1 course running into sub wall. [WE32026] lower plaster floor appears to be built into wall on north - plaster was not preserved. However concrete foundation seems to be built into wall. 

The southern end of the preserved wall was found during the 2003 season of excavation, in the E of 5 m trench dug South of the previous one.

For a good look at wall see digital photos 112/199 (delta) & 7/1999
Pottery weights

( 0 )
LF
SF
Persian
Holl. Gritty CW
RB Gritty
PB Gritty
Post-Persian 50 g
Other 190 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 32

LOCUS: 002.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Sealed soil

BEG. LEVEL(S)
@ 473.203
@ 473.201

END LEVEL(S)
@ 473.104
@ 473.101

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32002

OVER LOCUS(ES)
WE 32005

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2.084

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.5 Kg.  FINE______ UNIQ 1.3 Kg.  Other weights

LDM  Iron Age

SPAN/CONDITION  Ph. Halafian - Iron

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____  HEL. MOULDMADE______  ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL  bone fragments

5. OTHER  17 flints (6 in 230)- awl

6. INU.  2 stoppers

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, ECTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI EOE UNDER/ UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32020.1 is the sealed soil under the portion of the North-South wall (locus WE 32002) that has been taken out in unit WE 3.2.083.

The color of the soil is grey, with no particular inclusions. It is fairly loose and easy to dig. Interestingly, a lot of lithics have been uncovered in unit WE 3.2.084, which constitutes locus WE 32002.1.
Battery weights

(LF)  
SF  
Pecian  600 g  
Hdd. Gritty CW  
RB Gritty  100 g  
PB Gritty  
Pre-Pecian  500 g  
Other  

WE 32002.1 continued
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32

LOCUS 021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
cobble floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
@ 472.153

END LEVEL(S)
@ 472.69

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32000

OVER LOCUS(ES) (WE 32021.1)
WE 32002

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2.092

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 820g

   FINE  /  UNID  600g

   LDM Maribar

   SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Hellenistic - Maribar

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL bone fragments

5. OTHER flints (Lm 397) - small

   basalt sample (Lm 396) - disc

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

   X

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32021 is a portion of cobble floor showing in the NW half
of the 5 by 5m trench. It has a roughly triangular shape
(about 1 by 2 m). The stones are of small/medium size ( c 10cm)
and are placed at some distance from each other.
This floor has been patted out in unit WE 3.2.092.
WE 32021 is placed almost exactly above WE 32022.
Battery weights

(LF)  
SF  
Beician  100 g  
Hall: Gritty CW  
RB Gritty  
PB Gritty  
Pte - Beician  100 g  
Other  20 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 3.2

LOCATION: 021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
- sealed soil

BEGIN LEVEL(S):
172.705

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
WE 32021

END LEVEL(S):
172.545

OVER LOCUS (ES):
WE 33032

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- WE 3.2.094
- WE 3.2.045

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 6.15 kg FINE_4.3 kg UNID_4.3 kg
   LDM Roman
   SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Hellenistic - Roman

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE_____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bones

5. OTHER在家 (tm 417) - usual

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
   Yes for WE 3.2.094

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32021.1 includes Both Halves of the "sealed soil"
under the portion of floor removed in unit WE 3.2.092 (and that
constitutes locus WE 32021). Each section of sealed soil was taken
separately from the other half (along the western balk of the
5 by 5 m trench) in order to avoid any possible contamination,
since the latter half has holes and paths made by a gesture.
Battery weights

(LE)
SF
Baseball 400 g
Hall, Gravy CW 400 g
RB Gravy
PB Gravy
Pte. Practice 1000 g
Other 50 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32a

LOCUS 022

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
0.0472. 545

END LEVEL(S)
0.0472. 545

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32021.1

OVER LOCUS(ES)
(WE 32022.1) WE 32024

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2.105

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 550 g  FINE 100 g  OTHER WEIGHTS →

LDM Pre-Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Hellenistic /

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32022 is the gravel floor found underneath the floor that constitutes locus WE 32021. It was uncovered with units WE 3.2.094 and 095. Only a few stones emerged north of the area of WE 32021; therefore, WE 32022 has almost the same rise and shape as WE 32021.

Also, the cobble stones of WE 32022 look very similar to the cobble stones of 32021 for shape and loose disposition.
Battery weights

(LF)
SF
Booam
Heal. Gritty CW
RB Gritty
PB Gritty
Be - Booam 150 g
Other

WE3202Z continued
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA** WE 32

**LOCUS** 022-

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)**

"sealed soil"

**BEG. LEVEL(S)**

- (472.46) A
- (472.45) B

**UNDER LOCUS (ES)**

WE 32022

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**

WE 3.2.107 + 108 + 109 + 110

**END LEVEL(S)**

- (472.465) A
- (472.465) B

**OVER LOCUS (ES)**

WE 3.2024

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY:** TOTAL WT. 4.23 Kg FINE UNID 3.9Kg

**LDM** Pre-Persian w/ a piece of spotter?

**SPAN/CONDITION** Pre-Persian + Iron

2. **LAMPS:** WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. **COINS**

4. **FAUNAL** Bones

5. **OTHER** see back

6. **INV.**

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**

   yes for WE 3.2.107

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus 32022.1/2 is the first 5 cm layer of the 1st of the cobble floor located as WE 32022. It includes two units and is related to a third unit, i.e. WE 3.2.106, taken to isolate a souterrain hole.

Locus 32222.1/2 is the lower 5 cm layer of the 1st of locus 32022. It includes two units and is related to the gopher hole unit (WE 3.2.106) taken to avoid any possible contamination because of the presence of a small hole along the North edge of the 1st.
WE 3.2.107  rock stopper INV KOOS13
15 flints (t m 614) small
WE 3.2.108 2 flints (t m 604) small
WE 3.2.109 2 mixed flaked rim + 3 pieces flake
WE 3.2.110 5 flints (t m 606) small

Pottery weights

LF
SF
Roman
Hall. Grifty CW
RB Grifty
PB Grifty
Pre-Roman 950 g
Other 80 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 3.2

LOCUS 023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Loom pot

BEGIN LEVEL(S)

0 472.495

END LEVEL(S)

0 472.238

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

(WE 3.2020), WE 3.2028

OVER LOCUS (ES)

/

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE 3.2.100, 112

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.125 kg FINE 150 UNID 850 g

LDM: Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian to Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE___ KELL. MOULDMADE___ ROMAN___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: Bones

5. OTHER: see back

6. INU:

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT: Yes (from 1.100)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus 023 is a deposit of stones (in the form of a pit) along the southern bank of the 5 by 5-m trench. Its beginning level was taken after unit WE 3.2.025, which made more clear the nature of this locus.

The stones are of various dimension, from small cobble rocks to large (~20-25 cm) stones, piled in a very irregular fashion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>150 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>450 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pottery</td>
<td>150 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hell. Gritty CW</td>
<td>150 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB Gritty</td>
<td>200 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB Gritty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB - Pottery</td>
<td>150 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1075 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

floor

BEG. LEVEL(s)

⊙ 472.318 ○ 472.318

END LEVEL(s)

⊙ 472.26 ○ 472.27

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE 32022

OVER LOCUS(ES)

(WE 32024.1)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

WE 3.2.120

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 400g FINE 250g UNIR 250g (Other weights →)

LDM Lion 1

SPAN/CONDITION Beu Hall. Iron I

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone

5. OTHER 5 Flints (± in 825) → nave

6. INV. 1. Wreathed folddrum (KO0P Fel)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EIGHT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus 32024 is a portion of cobbled floor uncovered in the western half of the 5 by 5 m trench. It seems to have been preserved because almost exactly underneath two later cobbled floors, one above each other (locus 32021 and 32022). The surface, shape, and disposition of the cobbles resembles the other floors, especially the one immediately above locus 32024 (that is, 32022).
Pottery weights

(LF)
(SF)
(Russian)
(Hole Gritty Clay)
(RB Gritty)
(PB Gritty)
(Rc. Russian)
(Other) 150 y.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE 32

LOCUS WE 32.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
  "sealed soil"

BEG. LEVEL(S)
  @ 472.26
  @ 472.27

END LEVEL(S)
  @ 472.15

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
  WE 32049

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
  WE 3.2.121

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.2 Kg  FINE 1  UNID 1.5 Kg

LDM Iron I

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Hell. + Bronze I

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER 46 Flynts (+ n @ 26)  move

6. INU. 3 rims + 1 handle  "KOOP76"

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

"KOOP72"
"KOOP73"
"KOOP74"

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32049.1 is the .1 of the 3000 B.C. floor dated as WE 32024.
We took the 10 cm pass of "sealed soil" with unit WE 3.2.121. No
trace of contamination (coated flake) were noticed.
Pottery weights

(LF
SF
Reovian
Heli. Grnky CW
RB Grkny
PB Grkny
Pre-Reovian 700g
Other

WE32024.1 continued
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 32

LOCUS: 025

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Northern Brown soil layer

BEG. LEVEL(S)
412.853 (0.07) 413.795 (0.08)

END LEVEL(S)
412.826 (0.09)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32000, WE 32002

OVER LOCUS (ES)
WE 32030, WE 32026

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.3, 077, 080, 086-091

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 24.63Kg FINE 50g UNID 14.350 Kg

LDM Early Islamic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian → Early Islamic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bones

5. OTHER see back

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT .080, .091

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

WE 32025 is brown subsoil extending over the Northern half of the trench. Eas
ty to dig, even if quite compact in some areas.

WE 32025 is directly under WE 32000 (topsoil) and above WE 32030 (Hell/Persian/Fill) and WE 32026 (Northern Fill).

WE 32025 is differentiated from WE 32028 (that is, brown soil in the Southern half of the trench) because of differences in elevation and also LDM.
WE 3.2.071
6 glass frags
4 flints (t n 134) → small
1 plaster frag (t n 137) → disc
1 sy rim frag

WE 3.2.080
4 dbhces (t n 212) → small

WE 3.2.086
4 stoppers INV
4 dbhces (t n 221) → small

WE 3.2.087
1 stopper INV
15 flints (t n 314) → small
2 glass frags (t n 327) → keep

WE 3.2.088
1 stopper INV
1 plaster sample (t n 324) → disc
27 flints (t n 315) → small +7 (t n 338) → small
1 Net Bagwau polace w. frags (t n 1157) → inv

WE 3.2.089
1 flint (t n 403) → small
1 purple frag (t n 353) → disc
1 green frag (t n 352) → disc

WE 3.2.090
2 stoppers INV
20 flints (t n 403) → small
2 glass frags (t n 361) → small +1 base (t n 362) → same

WE 3.2.091
1 stopper INV
20 flints (t n 402) → small

Pottery weights

(LF 50 g)

(SF 275 g)

(Bowen 5750 g)

(Nell, Gritty CW)

(RB Gritty 2185 g)

(PB Gritty 5160 g)

(Bowen 2800 g)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA WE32

LOCUS 026

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill-Hell/Persian?

BEG. LEVEL(S)
472.41

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE32025, V

END LEVEL(S)
472.452

OVER LOCUS (ES)
WE32030, WE32031

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE3.2.093, 097-101-102

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10.323 Kg FINE __________ UNIQ 10.8 Kg

LDM Hell/Persian?

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian > Hell/Persian?

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bones

5. OTHER see back

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOAT .097 .101

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC.). USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is a Hellinistic Persian Fill in the NE Quadrant. In the bulk, there appears to be floor levels cut by a Hellenistic fill in the NW quadrant (which appeared only after digging). These units are below WE32025 (LDM EJS) and above WE32031 (QMT). They are also (in a very small way) over WE32030. However, these levels are preserved as Hellinistic from the evidence in the bulk and pottery.
WE 3.2.093: 1 stopper INV
KOOS3) spherical black stone
1 plaster sample (t n 443) - disc
1 tereza (t n 427) - disc
167 flints (t n 426) - anal
5 Samaria V plate frag (t n 1156) - inv

WE 3.2.097: 3 stoppers INV
3 flints (t n 476) - anal

WE 3.2.101: 14 flints (t n 519) - anal

WE 3.2.102: 2 stoppers INV
3 frags of Palestine strawy jug: inv -> KOOS76
1 base + 3 shreds of EB II jar: inv
24 flints (t n 576) - anal

Pottery weights

(LF /)
(5F /)
Persian 2800 g
Hill. Grity Car /
RB Grity 1280 g
PB Grity /
Pre-Persian 3350 g
Other 4350 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: 027

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Interface at the bottom of the Northern Pit

BEG. LEVEL(S)
472.498

END LEVEL(S)
472.151

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
WE32030, WE32029

OVER LOCUS(ES)
end of excavation

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE3.2, 113-116

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.15Kg, FINE / \ UNID 2.6 Kg

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE \ HELL. MOULDMADE / ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL bones

5. OTHER → see back

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is between the Abbasid Pit (Northern) the end of excavation, the Interface is in the NW quadrant of the trench. The pottery marks a change in dating of the soil - in LOM: Abbasid to Pre-Hell, despite similarities in soil - it is a drastic demarcation in LOM: Abbasid to Pre-Hell, [WE32030]
WE 3.2.113 1 handle + 2 feet of red brown. jar *inv 23 flints (t n 780) → small 2 joining jar frags (t n 1181) → inv→

WE 3.2.114 1 plaster sample (t n 717) 10 flints (t n 784) → small

WE 3.2.115 3 flints (t n 782) → small

WE 3.2.116 10 flints (t n 789) → small

Pottery weights

(LE
SF 50 g
Petrician 450 g
Hell. Gravy CW
RB Gravy
PB Gravy
Pre-Becarian 4250 g
Other 800 g

WE 3.2.027 continued
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE32

LOCUS: 028

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Southern Brown Soil Layer

BEGIN LEVEL(S):
473.048

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
WE 32008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2, 0.78 - 0.79, 0.81 - 0.82, 0.85

END LEVEL(S):
472.265

OVER LOCUS (ES):
WE 32023, WE 32025

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 39.845g FINE 450g UNID 19.45 kg

LDM: Ras al-Fukra

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian \rightarrow Ras al-Fukra (Middle)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE

muzzle ROMAN

3. COINS: Keesi Coin

4. FAUNAL: Bone

5. OTHER: see back

6. INU.:

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT:

.079 .081

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Soil type and textures similar to the Brown Soil in locs [WE 32035], this locus
was distinguished by its position in the Southern 1/3 of the trench, pottery inclusions (LDM),
and depth according to the slope.
| WE 3.2.078 | 1 glass (L M 207) → anal  
|           | 1 potsherd near foot (L M 168) → back to pottery bag |
| WE 3.2.074 | 9 stoppers INV  
|           | 2 glass frags (L M 114) → keep + 1 (L M 154) → keep  
|           | 1 planter frag (L M 178) → disc  
|           | 1 metal frag (ROOM 23)  
|           | 99 flints (L M 158) → anal + 3 (L M 211) → anal % |
| WE 3.2.081 | 2 stoppers INV  
|           | 23 flint (L M 213) → anal  
|           | 3 glass frags (L M 196) → keep  
|           | 1 mullbrick sample (L M 206) → disc |
| WE 3.2.082 | 2 stoppers INV  
|           | 4 glass frags (L M 243) → keep  
|           | 1 glass rim + 2 joining frags (L M 243) → cons  
|           | 1 painted planter sample ? (L M 241) → disc  
|           | 19 flints (L M 249) → anal + 4 (L M 302) → anal |
| WE 3.2.085 | (100 C16) 1 sm  
|           | 3 glass frags (L M 283) → keep  
|           | 1 terracota (L M 291) → disc  
|           | 12 flints (L M 280) → anal  
|           | 1 knife-foot (L M 898) → for Maggie |

---

**Pottery, weights**

| (L F) | 450 g |
| SF   | 800 g |
| Foeniculum | 3950 g |
| Hell. Grisly CW | 130 g |
| RB Grisly | 2200 g |
| PB Grisly | 1000 g |
| Pre- Foeniculum | 7150 g |
| Other | 4675 g |
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 3.2
LOCUS: 029

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): gopher hole

BEG. LEVEL(S): 472.485 (-0.106) 472.665 (-0.094)
END LEVEL(S): 472.275 (-0.106) 472.335 (-0.094)

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
WE 32026, WE 32022
OVER LOCUS (ES):
WE 32024, WE 32027

UNITS IN LOCUS:
WE 3.2.106
WE 3.2.099

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.8 kg (1.5 kg)
   FINE: 1.45 kg
   UNFINISHED 1.45 kg
   OTHER WEIGHTS

   LM: Persian

   SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian → Persian

   2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE: HELL, MOULDMADE: ROMAN

   3. COINS

   4. FAUNAL: Bones

   5. OTHER
      WE 3.2.099: 6 flints (HM517) → anal
      WE 3.2.106: 1 flint (HM 511) → anal

   6. INV.

   7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT: NO

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUs. 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Unit 106 had brown extremely loose and crumbly soil in the shape of a gopher hole. It was dug in the manner of a pit in order to preserve the sealed floor. This was accomplished by using Persian pottery in the gopher hole that contrasts with the Persian layers of the floor.

Unit 099 was a gopher hole along the Northern Bullk or ash streaks within the very soft and crumbly soil—with some mud brick inclusions.
Pottery weights

(LF)  
SF  
Borax  300 g
Hall. Grisly Cow  
RB Grisly  200 g
PB Grisly  150 g
Pre-Borax  500 g
Other  1200 g

WE32D29 continued
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: WE 32

LOCUS: 030

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Gray soil

BEG. LEVEL(S)

412.72

END LEVEL(S)

412.32

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

WE 32025, WE 32026

OVER LOCUS(ES)

WE 32027, WE 32023

UNITS IN LOCUS:

096, 098, 103-104, 111

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 51.166kg FINE 400g UNID 248.85kg Other weights —

1DM Abbasid

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian — Abbasid

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELD, MOULDMADE — ROMAN — 1 Byz Frag

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bones

5. OTHER see back

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

096, 098, 103, 104

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus WE 32030 is dark gray soil found especially in the NW quadrant of the 5 by 5 trench, under WE 32025 and next to WE 32027.

Looking at the Northern balk of the trench, WE 32030 and WE 32026. Small rubble inclusions characterize much of this locus. It appears to be an Abbasid pit cutting through the trench almost to the Pre-Persian layers.
WE 3.2.096
2 stoppers INV
1 red jade rim (KOOP32 + 3.5) INV
1 ring from KOOP32
1 piece of copper and steel INV (KOOP36)
2 pieces of red jar INV → KOOP63
1 platter sample (t n 412) + disc
1 handle (t n 641) + disc
123 dishes (t n 477) + annel
5 glass frags (t n 418) + rare + 1 (t n 479) + rare

WE 3.2.098
2 stoppers INV
1 pottery disc INV
4 glass frags (t n 503) + rare
19 flints (t n 520) + annal

WE 3.2.103
4 stoppers INV
2 marble Persian rims INV → KOOP37
53 flints (t n 578) + annal + 2 (t n 493) + rare
1 red rim frag (KOOP17)

WE 3.2.104
2 stoppers INV
9 flints (t n 631) + annal
1 rim frag (t n 473) + inv →

WE 3.2.107
KOOP33 4 pieces of Persian jade
3 stoppers INV
1 red jade rim INV
2 body sherd + 1 foot (not burnished) INV
18 flints (t n 411) + annal
3 glass frags (t n 654) +
2 joining base frags (t n 1174) + inv →
1 base frag (t n 1177) + inv →
1 rim frag (t n 1178) + inv →
1 chug frag (t n 1179) + inv →
1 rim frag (t n 1180) + inv →

Battery weights
(LF 400 g)
SF 350 g
Persian 6000 g
Hall. Gritty CW 150 g
RB Gritty 3590 g
PB Gritty 950 g
Por. Persian 8650 g
HF
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA** WE 32

**LOCUS** 031

**TYPE** (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

light brown-orange soil

**BEG. LEVEL(S)**

1,72,630

**END LEVEL(S)**

1,72,189

**UNDER LOCUS (ES)**

WE 32026, WE 32030

**OVER LOCUS(ES)**

WE 3.2, 117-119

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**

WE 3.2, 117-119

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY**:
   - **TOTAL WT.** 19.1 Kg
   - **FINE** FINE
   - **UNID** 14.1 Kg

2. **LAMPS**:
   - **WHELMADE** WHELMADE
   - **HELI, MOULDMADE** MOULDMADE
   - **ROMAN** ROMAN

3. **COINS**

4. **FAUNAL** Bone

5. **OTHER**
   - WE 3.2, 118: 39 flints (L M 787) - anal.
   - WE 3.2, 119: 12 flints (L M 790) - anal.

6. **IND.**

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus **WE 32031** is dark orange soil found in the NE quadrant of the 5 by 5 m trench. It is cut by WE 32030 as would along the northern half. A lot of rock and mudbrick inclusions characterize this locus as well as burnt bones and unknown pottery sherds.
Billowy weights

(LF
SF
Herian
Hall. Gricky CW
RB Gricky
PB Gricky
Pa- Herian 2950 g
Other 2050 g